2017 National Pleasure Awards

5-GAITED SHOW PLEASURE
OPEN
Fort Chiswell's Wild Kiss
Suzanne Wright, Fort Mill, SC

3-GAITED COUNTRY PLEASURE
ADULT
Ch'Nuttin' To Lose
Carissa Marshall, Huntington, WV, Tannehill Farms LLC, Barboursville, WV

JUNIOR EXHIBITOR
Ch'Extremely Fortunut
3085695 NS, LTD., Enfield, NS CA, Ashlee Wheaton, Enfield, NS CA

3-GAITED SHOW PLEASURE
ADULT
Ch'Spread The Word
Amanda J. Murchison, Hooksett, NH

JUNIOR EXHIBITOR
Ch'Graceful Surprise
Chloe Hauville, Byfield, MA

COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
Ch'Attache's Chocolate Thunder
Lynda St. Andre, Taunton, MA

SHOW PLEASURE DRIVING
Ch'Who
Cathy J. Rogers-Holmes, Merrimack, NH

WESTERN COUNTRY PLEASURE
Ch'Your Lucky Stars
Pleasants Valley Stable, Vacaville, CA

HUNTER COUNTRY PLEASURE
Ch'Harlem's Sweet Success
Phyllis Brannon, Pittsburgh, PA, Caitlin Brannon, Pittsburgh, PA